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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a vacuum in-
sulation member and a method for fabricating a vacuum
insulation member.

Background Art

[0002] In general, a vacuum insulation member is a
sort of insulator decompresses an internal s pace into a
vacuum state to thus use the characteristics of low ther-
mal conductivity of vacuum. The vacuum insulation mem-
ber may be implemented in the form of a panel having a
certain thickness.
[0003] The vacuum insulation panel may be configured
to include an envelope forming a certain space therein
and a core accommodated at an inner side of the enve-
lope and supporting such that the envelope to maintain
the certain space. In addition, a getter for absorbing an
internal gas of the envelope may be provided at the inner
side of the envelope.
[0004] The envelope (e.g., a film), serving to maintain
an internal vacuum degree of the vacuum insulation
member at a certain level, is formed of a film formed by
laminating multi-layered polymers and aluminum, or the
like.
[0005] As the core, glass fiber, silica core, or the like,
is used. Among them, glass fiber is commonly used be-
cause its excellent initial performance is excellent and its
cost is low. However, glass fiber needs a preprocessing
and has weak durability.
[0006] The getter is a sort of aspirator or an absorbent
for absorbing gas and/or moisture which is present at the
inner side of the envelope or newly introduced.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem

[0007] In the related art vacuum insulation member,
however, an film having impermeability is used as the
envelope in order to make the interior of the vacuum in-
sulation member vacuumized. So the film, which is not
enough strong, may be damaged by an external force
when used, shortening the life span.
[0008] In addition, because the core is formed of glass
fiber, it is not easy to handle the core, and in order to
insert the core into the interior of the envelope, the core
needs to undergo a preprocessing process (e.g., hot
pressing or needle punching) in order to reduce the vol-
ume and size of the core. This results in problems in that
the cost increases, much time is required, and the pro-
ductivity is degraded.
[0009] Also, in the case of the vacuum insulation mem-
ber using the glass fiber core, in a state that the interior
of the envelope is vacuumized, the deviation of thickness

of the vacuum insulation member is so large that the
thickness of the vacuum insulation member is not uni-
form. Thus, due to such a problem, the thickness of an
insulation wall of a refrigerator using the same is set and
formed based on the thinnest thickness of the vacuum
insulation member when designing the refrigerator. This,
however, causes a problem in that the thickness of the
entire insulation wall increases overall.
[0010] In addition, in the case of the vacuum insulation
member using the glass fiber core, after the vacuum in-
sulation panel is fabricated, the surface of the envelope
is creased to be non-uniform. Thus, when the vacuum
insulation member using the glass fiber core is attached
to an object, a blowing agent could be possibly introduced
to the gap due to the creases of the envelope and ex-
panded to cause the vacuum insulation member to be
separated. Namely, the defective attachment (or defec-
tive bonding) is caused.
[0011] US 2002/0114937 A1 describes an insulated
barrier in the form of a flat panel, having a first gas im-
permeable wall which has an inner surface and an outer
surface. In one example, the outer surface is an organic
substrate, such as plastic, coated with an inorganic ma-
trix, such as a metal oxide, the inorganic matrix forming
inner surface. Between first and second gas impermea-
ble walls, there is provided a core material comprising
an open-cell foam-like structure or composition.
[0012] US 2008/0286515 A1 relates to a vacuum in-
sulation panel of an insulation structure. The vacuum in-
sulation panel includes a core material and a sealing cov-
er, which is formed by stacking an outermost layer, a
protective layer, a gas shielding layer, and a heating-
fusion bonding layer.
[0013] US 4 791 773 A relates to a panel construction.
A pair of panel sheets form a sandwich with an undulating
ribbon-like spacer in the interior thereof. A vacuum insu-
lates and rigidifies the assembly.
[0014] US 3 381 842 A relates to a sealed evacuated
tank.
[0015] DE 4240854 A1, which discloses the preamble
of claim 1, describes a food container that is lined with a
layer of thermally insulating material comprising a rigid
core of, e.g. porous plastic foam containing numerous
cavities, and an outer skin of plastics film which is welded
together around the edges for an airtight seal. Evacuation
of the core minimises heat conduction and convection
and draws the skin tightly around it. Emission or absorp-
tion of radiation is reduced by an overall metallisation
with a mirror finish. In another example, the core is a
hollow body having a honeycomb structure.

Solution to Problem

[0016] The invention is indicated in the independent
claims. Further embodiments are indicated in the de-
pendent claims.
[0017] According to an aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a vacuum insulation member according
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to the technical features of claim 1.
[0018] Here, a vacuum degree of the interior of the
core may range from 133.332 x 10-5 Pa to 133.332 x 10-2

Pa (10-5 Torr to 10-2 Torr).
[0019] The material of the gas barrier layer may be
metal. Namely, the gas barrier layer may be configured
by laminating metal (e.g., aluminum) on the surface of
the core with a certain thickness.
[0020] According to the invention, the vacuum insula-
tion member further includes:

a filler formed as powder having micro pores and
charged in the interior of the core.

[0021] A vacuum degree of the interior of the core may
range from 133.332 x 10-1 Pa to 1333.32 Pa (10-1 Torr
to 10 Torr).
[0022] In this case, the material of the gas barrier layer
may be a metal or inorganic material. Here, the inorganic
material may include at least one of silicon dioxide, tita-
nium dioxide, and aluminum oxide. Namely, metal or an
inorganic material may be deposited with a certain thick-
ness on the surface of the core.
[0023] The filler may be configured to include at least
one of silicon dioxide, titanium dioxide, and aluminum
oxide.
[0024] The filler may be configured to include at least
one of aerogel and fumed silica.
[0025] According to the invention, the core is config-
ured to have the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped.
[0026] The vacuum insulation member may further in-
clude a getter disposed at an inner side of the core and
absorbing a gas component.
[0027] According to the invention, the ribs are provided
to be disposed in a thicknesswise direction of the core
at the inner side of the core.
[0028] According to the invention, through portions are
formed on the ribs in order to restrain heat transmission.
[0029] Another aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a method for fabricating a vacuum insulation mem-
ber according to the method steps of claim 10.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0030] According to exemplary embodiments of the
present invention, because the gas barrier layer is formed
by coating a certain material on both of an inner surface
and an outer surface of the core having a certain shape
and forming an empty space formed therein, the use of
an envelope configured as a film can be avoided. Thus,
damage to the vacuum insulation member can be pre-
vented to improve reliability.
[0031] Also, because the gas barrier layer is formed
by coating a certain material on both of an inner surface
and an outer surface of the core having a certain shape
and forming an empty space formed therein, the use of
a glass fiber core which needs to undergo a preprocess-
ing process for which much equipment and time are re-

quired can be avoided. Thus, the fabrication can be fa-
cilitated and the fabrication cost can be reduced.
[0032] In addition, because the gas barrier layer is
formed by coating a certain material on both of an inner
surface and an outer surface of the core having a certain
shape and forming an empty space formed therein, the
thickness of the completed vacuum insulation member
can be uniform. Accordingly, a uniform insulation per-
formance can be obtained and the thickness of an insu-
lation wall including the vacuum insulation member can
be reduced overall.
[0033] In addition, because the use of an envelope is
omitted, there is no possibility that creases on an outer
surface cannot be generated after the interior is vacuu-
mized. Thus, the surface of the vacuum insulation mem-
ber can be smoothed, thus considerably reducing a gen-
eration of a defective bonding that the vacuum insulation
member is separated from a surface of an object resulting
from its expansion according to an introduction of a blow-
ing agent into a gap between creases of the envelope.
[0034] In addition, because the gas barrier layer is
formed by coating a certain material on both of an inner
surface and an outer surface of the core having a certain
shape and forming an empty space formed therein and
the filler as powder having micro pores is provided at the
inner side of the core, a relatively low internal vacuum
degree can be maintained. Accordingly, much equipment
or time are not required to maintain a high vacuum de-
gree, and thus, the fabrication cost can be reduced and
the fabrication can be quickly and easily performed.
[0035] The foregoing and other objects, features, as-
pects and advantages of the present invention will be-
come more apparent from the following detailed descrip-
tion of the present invention when taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0036]

FIG. 1 is a sectional view showing a vacuum insula-
tion member having a core according to a first ex-
emplary embodiment ;
FIG. 2 is an enlarged view showing a step region of
FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating a gas barrier layer of FIG.
1;
FIG. 4 is a sectional view showing a vacuum insula-
tion member having a core according to a second
exemplary embodiment ;
FIG. 5 is a view illustrating a gas barrier layer of FIG.
4;
Fig. 6 is a sectional view showing a vacuum insula-
tion member having a core according to a third ex-
emplary embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a partial perspective view of ribs of FIG. 6;
FIG. 8 is a sectional view showing a vacuum insula-
tion member having a core according to a fourth ex-
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emplary embodiment;
FIG. 9 is a sectional view taken along line IX-IX of
FIG. 8;
FIG. 10 is a variant of a through portion of FIG. 9; and
FIG. 11 is a sectional view of a refrigerator having a
vacuum insulation member according to an exem-
plary embodiment.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

[0037] Exemplary embodiments will now be described
in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0038] FIG. 1 is sectional view showing a vacuum in-
sulation member having a core according to a first ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention, FIG. 2 is
an enlarged view showing a step region of FIG. 1, and
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating a gas barrier layer of FIG. 1.
[0039] As shown in FIG. 1, a vacuum insulation mem-
ber 10a according to the present exemplary embodiment
includes a core 20 having a certain shape and having a
decompressed space therein; and a gas barrier layer 30
formed by coating a certain material on both of an inner
and an outer surface of the core to have impermeability.
Here, the decompressed space refers to a space having
an internal pressure lower than atmospheric pressure.
[0040] The core 20 may be configured to have the
shape of a rectangular parallelepiped with an empty
space formed therein. Thus, the use of a glass fiber core
can be avoided, and thus, a preprocessing (e.g., hot
pressing or needle punching, and the like), for which
much equipment and much time are required, is not nec-
essarily performed to reduce the size and volume of the
glass fiber core resulting from the use of the glass fiber
core.
[0041] Also, because the deviation of the height (thick-
ness) of the core 20 can be reduced, a uniform insulation
thickness of the vacuum insulation member 10a can be
obtained. Namely, when the related art glass fiber core
is used, after an internal space of an envelope is decom-
pressed (vacuumized), the thickness of the vacuum in-
sulation member is greatly changed (about 30 percent),
while there is little change in the thickness of the vacuum
insulation member 10a according to the present exem-
plary embodiment, obtaining the uniform thickness.
[0042] The core 20 may be made of a synthetic resin
material.
[0043] The core 20 includes a body 21 having the
shape of a rectangular parallelepiped, which has one side
open and an empty space formed therein, and a cover
23 for opening and closing the opening of the body 21.
[0044] A step portion 25 may be formed at an area
where the body 21 and the cover 23 are in contact with
each other. Accordingly, a mutual contact surface can
be increased to increase air-tightness. A sealing member
27 may be interposed between a step portion 26a of the
body 21 and a step portion 26b of the cover 23 in order
to air-tightly maintain the interior and the exterior. Ac-
cordingly, the air-tightness can be further increased to

easily maintain the internal vacuum state.
[0045] Meanwhile, the gas barrier layer 30 is formed
by coating a certain material on both of an inner surface
and an outer surface of the core 20 to have impermea-
bility. Accordingly, the use of an envelope formed as a
film (synthetic resin member) can be avoided. Thus, be-
cause there is no possibility that internal vacuum is dam-
aged due to a broken or damaged envelope, the life span
of the vacuum insulation member can be extended. Also,
a defective attachment resulting from creases of the en-
velope can be prevented.
[0046] In the present exemplary embodiment, the case
in which an outer barrier layer 31a and an inner barrier
layer 31b are provide on an inner surface and an outer
surface of the core, respectively, is illustrated.
[0047] An internal vacuum degree of the core 200 may
range from 133.332 x 10-5 Pa to 133.332 x 10-2 Pa (10-5

Torr to 10-2 Torr).
[0048] In this case, the gas barrier layer 30 may be
made of metal (e.g., aluminum) to maintain a high vac-
uum degree. The gas barrier layer 30 may be formed by
coating an inorganic material (e.g., silica).
[0049] The core 20 may include a getter 40 to absorb
a gas. The getter 40 may include CaO or zeolite as an
absorbent. Also, the getter 40 may be configured to in-
clude at least one of BaLi, CoO, BaO, and CaO in order
to absorb oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide,
and vapor. Here, the getter 40 may be configured to have
the shape of a certain block or a rectangular parallelepi-
ped. Also, the getter 40 may be coated on an inner sur-
face of the envelope or the surface of the core 20.
[0050] With such a configuration, when the core 20 is
formed, a certain material is coated on both of an inner
surface and an outer surface of the core 20 to form the
gas barrier layer 30. The getter 40 is inserted into the
interior of the core 20. And then, the interior of the core
20 is decompressed to maintain a certain vacuum degree
and then hermetically sealed.
[0051] FIG. 4 is a sectional view showing a vacuum
insulation member having a core according to a second
exemplary embodiment and FIG. 5 is a view illustrating
a gas barrier layer of FIG. 4.
[0052] The same reference numerals are used for the
same and equivalent parts of the foregoing configura-
tions for the sake of explanation of the drawings, and a
repeated description of some elements will be omitted.
[0053] As shown in FIG. 4, a vacuum insulation mem-
ber 10b according to the present exemplary embodiment
includes a core 20 having a certain shape and having a
decompressed space therein; and a gas barrier layer 60
formed by coating a certain material on a surface of the
core to have impermeability.
[0054] The core 20 is configured to have the shape of
a rectangular parallelepiped with an empty space formed
therein. Thus, the use of a glass fiber core can be avoid-
ed. Also, because the deviation of the height (thickness)
of the core 20 can be reduced, a uniform insulation thick-
ness of the vacuum insulation member 10a can be ob-
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tained.
[0055] The core 20 may be made of a synthetic resin
material. The core 20 includes a body 21 having the
shape of a rectangular parallelepiped, which has one side
open and an empty space formed therein, and a cover
23 for opening and closing the opening of the body 21.
A step portion 25 may be formed at an area where the
body 21 and the cover 23 are in contact with each other.
A sealing member 27 may be interposed at the step por-
tion 25 for hermetical sealing.
[0056] The core 20 may include a getter 40 in order to
absorb a gas. The getter 40 may be configured to have
the shape of a certain block or a rectangular parallelepi-
ped, or may be coated on an inner surface of the core
20 or attached to the inner surface of the core 20.
[0057] Meanwhile, a filler 50 formed as powder having
micro pores is provided at the inner side of the core 20.
Accordingly, radiation of the internal space of the core
20 and/or a heat transmission by convection can be re-
strained.
[0058] The filler 50 may be configured to include at
least one inorganic materials, for example, silicon dioxide
(SiO2), titanium dioxide (TiO2), or aluminum oxide (alu-
mina, AlO3). The filler 50 may be configured to include
at least one of aerogel and fumed silica.
[0059] Namely, because the internal space of the core
20 is filled with the filler 50 formed as inorganic compound
powder, a heat transmission path by conduction can be
lengthened and a heat transmission by convection or ra-
diation can be restrained.
[0060] An internal vacuum degree of the envelope may
be configured to be maintained at 133.332 x 10-1 Pa to
1333.32 Pa (10-1 Torr to 10 Torr).
[0061] Accordingly, when the interior of the core 20 is
vacuumized, need for the equipment (vacuum pump, and
the like) can be reduced and a tact time can be consid-
erably reduced.
[0062] In detail, in order to make the interior of the core
20 have the vacuum degree of 133.332 x 10-2 Pa or lower
(10-2 Torr or lower) (133.332 x 10-4 Pa to 133.332 x 10-2

Pa (10-4 Torr to 10-2 Torr)), a very large pumping capacity
is required, for which at least three pumps must be con-
nected in series (or by stages). In this case, some of the
pumps have a large capacity and are high-priced, and a
tact time required for reaching a vacuum degree of a
desired level is considerably lengthened, degrading the
productivity. In comparison, in the present exemplary em-
bodiment, in order to maintain the vacuum degree of
133.332 x 10-2 Pa or higher (10-2 Torr or higher) (133.332
x 10-1 Pa to 1333.32 Pa (10-1 Torr to 10 Torr)) in the
interior
of the vacuum insulation material 10b, a high capacity,
high-priced pump is not required and the vacuum degree
of a desired level can be reached within a relatively short
time.
[0063] Meanwhile, as shown in FIG. 5, the gas barrier
layer 60 can be formed on the surface of the core 20. In
more detail, the gas barrier layer 60 may be formed on

the outer surface of the core 20. Thus, the use of an
envelope made of a film can be avoided. Thus, because
there is no possibility that internal vacuum is damaged
due to a broken or damaged envelope, the life span of
the vacuum insulation member can be extended. Here,
the gas barrier layer 60 may be formed on both of the
inner surface and outer surface of the core 20.
[0064] The gas barrier layer 60 may be formed by de-
positing (or coating) an inorganic material. Accordingly,
because the gas barrier layer 60 is made of an inorganic
material that can restrain a heat transmission, a heat
transmission through the gas barrier layer 60 can be re-
strained. The gas barrier layer 60 may be formed to have
a very small thickness through the deposition, compared
with a metal laminated layer formed by laminating metal.
Thus, although the gas barrier layer 60 is formed by de-
positing metal, a heat transmission can be further re-
strained.
[0065] Here, as the coating method, deep coating,
spraying, and the like, may be used.
[0066] The inorganic material of the gas barrier layer
60 may include at least one of silicon dioxide, titanium
dioxide, and aluminum oxide.
[0067] With such a configuration, when the core 20 is
formed, a certain material can be coated on the outer
surface of the core 20 to form the gas barrier layer 60.
The filler 50 and the getter 40 are inserted into the interior
of the core 20. And then, the interior of the core 20 is
decompressed to maintain a certain vacuum degree in
the interior of the core 20 and then hermetically sealed.
[0068] Fig. 6 is a sectional view showing a vacuum
insulation member having a core according to a third ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention, FIG. 7 is
a partial perspective view of ribs of FIG. 6, FIG. 8 is a
sectional view showing a vacuum insulation member
having a core according to a fourth exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention, FIG. 9 is a sectional view
taken along line IX-IX of FIG. 8, and FIG. 10 is a variant
of a through portion of FIG. 9.
[0069] As shown in FIGS. 6 to 8, a vacuum insulation
member 10c according to the present exemplary embod-
iment includes a core 70 having a certain shape and hav-
ing a decompressed space therein; and a gas barrier
layer 60 formed by coating a certain material on a surface
of the core to have impermeability.
[0070] The core 70 may be configured to have the
shape of a rectangular parallelepiped with an empty
space formed therein.
[0071] Thus, the use of a glass fiber core can be avoid-
ed. Also, the deviation of the height (thickness) of the
core 70 can be reduced.
[0072] The core 70 may be made of a synthetic resin
material. The core 70 may include a body 72 having the
shape of a rectangular parallelepiped, which has one side
open and an empty space formed therein, and a cover
74 for opening and closing the opening of the body 71.
A step portion may be formed at an area where the body
72 and the cover 74 are in contact with each other. A
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sealing member may be interposed at the step portion
for hermetical sealing. The core 70 may include a getter
40 in order to absorb a gas component. Meanwhile, the
filler 50 formed as powder having micro pores may be
provided at the inner side of the core 70. Accordingly,
radiation of the internal space of the core 70 and/or a
heat transmission by convection can be restrained. The
filler 50 may be configured to include at least one of silicon
dioxide (SiO2), titanium dioxide (TiO2), or aluminum ox-
ide (alumina, AlO3). The filler 50 may be configured to
include at least one of aerogel and fumed silica.
[0073] The gas barrier layer 60 may be configured to
have relatively low impermeability. An internal vacuum
degree of the envelope may be configured to be main-
tained at 133.332 x 10-1 Pa to 1333.32 Pa (10-1 Torr to
10 Torr). Accordingly, when the interior of the core 70 is
vacuumized, introduction of equipment (vacuum pump,
and the like) can be reduced and a tact time can be con-
siderably reduced.
[0074] The gas barrier layer 60 can be formed on the
surface of the core 70. In more detail, the gas barrier
layer 60 may be formed on the outer surface of the core
70. Thus, the use of an envelope configured as a film
can be avoided.
[0075] The gas barrier layer 60 may be formed by de-
positing (or coating) an inorganic material (e.g., silicon
dioxide, titanium dioxide, aluminum oxide, and the like).
Accordingly, because the gas barrier layer 60 is made of
an inorganic material that can restrain a heat transmis-
sion, a heat transmission through the gas barrier layer
60 can be more effectively restrained.
[0076] Meanwhile, ribs 76 are disposed along a thick-
nesswise (heightwise) direction of the core 70 at the inner
side of the core 70. Thus, a change in the thicknesswise
direction of the core 70 can be restraining to secure a
uniform support strength.
[0077] One end (i.e., a lower end) of each of the ribs
76 may be in contact with a lower surface of the core 70,
and the other end (i.e., an upper end) of each of the ribs
76 may be in contact with the cover 74. As shown in FIG.
7, the ribs 76 are configured to be disposed to be per-
pendicular to each other. Accordingly, the internal space
can be demarcated to be smaller, obtaining a uniform
support strength.
[0078] Meanwhile, through portions 80 are formed on
the ribs 76. Thus, a heat transmission in the thickness-
wise (heightwise) direction of the core 70 through the ribs
76 can be restrained.
[0079] The through portions 80 may be formed as slits
82 each having a length longer than its width. Here, the
length, width, and number of the slits 82, namely, the
through portions 80, may be appropriately adjusted.
[0080] Also, as shown in FIG. 10, through portions 90
may be formed to have a plurality of through holes 92.
Here, the through holes 92 may have an oval shape or
a polygonal shape. The size, shape, and number of the
through holes 92 may be appropriately adjusted.
[0081] A refrigerator having a vacuum insulation mem-

ber according to an exemplary embodiment will now be
described with reference to FIG. 11.
[0082] FIG. 11 is a sectional view of a refrigerating hav-
ing a vacuum insulation member according to an exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention.
[0083] As shown in FIG. 11, a refrigerator having a
vacuum insulation member may be configured to include
a refrigerator main body 150 forming a cooling chamber
therein, a door 170 for opening and closing the cooling
chamber 160, and a vacuum insulation member 10a pro-
vided at the refrigerator main body 150 or the door 170.
Here, the cooling chamber 160 is a general term for a
freezing chamber and a refrigerating chamber, and the
refrigerator main body 150 may be configured to include
one of the freezing chamber and refrigerating chamber.
[0084] The vacuum insulation member 10a may be
configured to include a core 20 having a certain shape
and having a decompressed space therein, and a gas
barrier layer 30 formed by coating a certain material on
a surface of the core 20 to have impermeability. Here,
the vacuum insulation member 10a may be configured
to further include the filler 50 formed as powder having
micro pores and accommodated in the interior of the core
20. Also, the vacuum insulation member 10a may be fur-
ther include the getter 40 disposed at the inner side of
the core 20 to absorb an internal gas component. Here,
the vacuum insulation member 10a may be configured
to have the configuration of the vacuum insulation mem-
bers 10a, 10b, and 10c as described above with refer-
ence to FIGS. 1 to 10.
[0085] The refrigerator main body 150 includes an out-
er case 151a forming an external appearance and an
inner case disposed to be spaced apart with a charging
interval of an insulation member 151c at an inner side of
the outer case 151a and forming the cooling chamber
160 therein.
[0086] The refrigerator main body 150 may include a
refrigerating cycle for providing cooling air to the cooling
chamber 160. A mechanic chamber 180 may be formed
at a lower region of a rear side of the refrigerator main
body 150. The mechanic chamber 180 may include a
partial configuration of the refrigerating cycle including a
compressor 181, a condenser, and the like, and an evap-
orator 183 may be provided at one side of the interior of
the cooling chamber 160. A cooling fan 185 may be pro-
vided at one side of the evaporator 183.
[0087] The vacuum insulation member 10a may be
provided on at least one side wall of the refrigerator main
body 150. Thus, the thickness of the corresponding side
wall can be reduced, and accordingly, the internal space
of the refrigerator can be increased as much, with the
same appearance (size) maintained, namely, without
changing the size and shape of the outer case 171a.
[0088] The door 170 may include an outer door plate
171a forming an external appearance and an inner door
plate 171b spaced apart with a charging interval of the
insulation member 171c from the outer door plate 171a
at an inner side of the outer door plate 171a.
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[0089] The door 170 may include the vacuum insula-
tion member 10a. The vacuum insulation member 10a
may be provided between the outer door plate 171a and
the inner door plate 171b. Accordingly, the thickness of
the door 170 can be reduced.
[0090] Here, because the vacuum insulation member
10a is configured to include the core 20 formed as a struc-
ture having a certain shape and the gas barrier layer 30
formed on the surface of the core 20, the use of an en-
velope implemented as a film can be avoided. Thus, the
problem that the lift span is shorted due to the damage
to the vacuum degree resulting from a burst (damage)
of the envelope can be solved.
[0091] Here, the vacuum insulation member 10a may
be configured to have the core 20 formed as a structure
having a certain shape and the gas barrier layer 30
formed on the surface of the core 20, so when the fabri-
cation of the vacuum insulation member 10a is complet-
ed, the vacuum insulation member 10a can have a uni-
form thickness. Thus, because the uniform vacuum in-
sulation thickness is secured, the thickness of the side
wall of the refrigerator can be reduced as much. Namely,
in the related art vacuum insulation member, it has a
large thickness deviation, so the thickness of the blowing
agent is set based on the smallest portion of the thickness
of the vacuum insulation member, causing a problem in
that the thickness of the side wall of the cooling chamber
160 increases overall. In comparison, however, accord-
ing to the present exemplary embodiment, the vacuum
insulation member 10a has a uniform thickness, so the
side wall of the cooling chamber 160 can be formed to
be thinner overall, and thus, the internal space of the
refrigerator can be increased as much.
[0092] In addition, the vacuum insulation member 10a
may be configured to have the core 20 formed as a struc-
ture having a certain shape and the gas barrier layer 30
formed on the surface of the core 20. Thus, a smooth
outer surface can be obtained without creases because
an envelope is not in use. Thus, when the vacuum insu-
lation member 10a is bonded to an object, a defective
bonding caused by a generated crease can be re-
strained.
[0093] In more detail, the vacuum insulation member
10a is disposed between the outer case 151a and the
inner case 151b and fixed to one of the outer case 151a
and the inner case 151b before a foaming operation of
the refrigerator main body 150. When the vacuum insu-
lation member 10a is fixed, the blowing agent (poly-
urethane, and the like) is injected between the outer case
151 a and the inner case 151b.
[0094] The blowing agent injected into the interior be-
tween the outer case 151a and the inner case 151b ex-
pands while flowing within the internal space between
the outer case 151a and the inner case 151b. IN this
case, because there is little creases on the surface of
envelope of the vacuum insulation member 10a, vacuum
insulation member 10a can be completely tightly at-
tached to the surface of the object (e.g., the outer case

151a or the inner case 151b). Accordingly, the blowing
agent is prevented from being introduced to between the
vacuum insulation member 10a and the object, restrain-
ing a generation of a defective bonding that the vacuum
insulation member 10a is detached from the object. In
comparison, in the related art vacuum insulation mem-
ber, because creases are generated on the envelope,
when the vacuum insulation member is attached to the
surface of the object (the outer case 151a or the inner
case 151b), a gap due to the creases is generated be-
tween the vacuum insulation member and the object and
the blowing agent will be introduced through the gap so
as to be expanded, causing the defective attachment
problem in that the vacuum insulation member is sepa-
rated from the surface of the object.

Claims

1. A vacuum insulation member (10a, 10b, 10c) com-
prising:

a core (20, 70) having a certain shape and hav-
ing a decompressed space therein; and
a gas barrier layer (30, 60) formed by coating a
certain material on both of an inner surface and
an outer surface of the core (20, 70) to have
impermeability,
wherein the core (20, 70) is configured to have
the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped, and
wherein ribs (76) are provided to be disposed in
a thicknesswise direction of the core (20, 70) at
the inner side of the core (20, 70),
characterized in that:

the ribs (76) are configured to be disposed
to be perpendicular to each other, and
wherein the vacuum insulation member fur-
ther comprises:

a filler (50) formed as powder having
micro pores and charged in the interior
of the core (20, 70), and
through portions (80, 90) that are
formed on the ribs.

2. The vacuum insulation member of claim 1, wherein
a vacuum degree of the interior of the core (20, 70)
ranges from 133.332 x 10-5 Pa to 133.332 x 10-2 Pa.

3. The vacuum insulation member of claim 2, wherein
the material of the gas barrier layer (30, 60) is metal.

4. The vacuum insulation member of claim 1, wherein
a vacuum degree of the interior of the core (20, 70)
may range from 133.332 x 10-1 Pa to 133.332 x 10
Pa.
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5. The vacuum insulation member of claim 4, wherein
the material of the gas barrier layer (30, 60) is a metal
or inorganic material.

6. The vacuum insulation member of claim 5, wherein
the inorganic material comprises at least one of sil-
icon dioxide, titanium dioxide, and aluminum oxide.

7. The vacuum insulation member of claim 1, wherein
the filler (50) is configured to include at least one of
silicon dioxide, titanium dioxide, and aluminum ox-
ide.

8. The vacuum insulation member of claim 1, wherein
the filler (50) is configured to include at least one of
aerogel and fumed silica.

9. The vacuum insulation member of claim 1, further
comprising:

a getter (40) disposed at an inner side of the
core (20, 70) and absorbing a gas component.

10. A method for fabricating a vacuum insulation mem-
ber (10a, 10b, 10c), the method comprising:

forming a core (20, 70) having a certain shape
and having a vacuum space therein, wherein
the core (20, 70) is configured to have the shape
of a rectangular parallelepiped;
forming a gas barrier layer (30, 60) by coating a
certain material on both of an inner surface and
an outer surface of the core (20, 70);
forming ribs (76) to be disposed in a thickness-
wise direction of the core (20, 70) at the inner
side of the core (20, 70), and to be disposed to
be perpendicular to each other, wherein through
portions (80, 90) are formed on the ribs (76); and
decompressing the interior of the core (20, 70)
to maintain a certain vacuum degree,
wherein the method further comprises:

inserting a filler (50) as powder having micro
pores into the interior of the core.

Patentansprüche

1. Vakuumisolationselement (10a, 10b, 10c), das Fol-
gendes umfasst:

einen Kern (20, 70), der eine bestimmte Form
aufweist und der darin einen dekomprimierten
Raum aufweist; und
eine Gasbarrierenschicht (30, 60), die durch das
Auftragen eines bestimmten Materials sowohl
auf eine Innenfläche als auch auf eine Außen-
fläche des Kerns (20, 70) gebildet wird, so dass

sie eine Undurchlässigkeit aufweist,
wobei der Kern (20, 70) konfiguriert ist, so dass
er die Form eines rechteckigen Parallelepipeds
aufweist, und
wobei Rippen (76) vorgesehen sind, so dass sie
in einer Dickenrichtung des Kerns (20, 70) auf
der Innenseite des Kerns (20, 70) angeordnet
sind,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

die Rippen (76) konfiguriert sind, so dass
sie so angeordnet sind, dass sie zueinander
senkrecht sind, und
wobei das Vakuumisolationselement ferner
umfasst:

ein Füllmaterial (50), das als ein Pulver
mit Mikroporen ausgebildet ist und in
das Innere des Kerns (20, 70) gefüllt
ist, und
Durchgangsabschnitte (80, 90), die in
den Rippen ausgebildet sind.

2. Vakuumisolationselement nach Anspruch 1, wobei
ein Grad des Vakuums des Inneren des Kerns (20,
70) von 133,332 3 10-5 Pa bis 133,332 3 10-2 Pa
reicht.

3. Vakuumisolationselement nach Anspruch 2, wobei
das Material der Gasbarrierenschicht (30, 60) ein
Metall ist.

4. Vakuumisolationselement nach Anspruch 1, wobei
ein Grad des Vakuums des Inneren des Kerns (20,
70) von 133,332 3 10-1 Pa bis 133,332 3 10 Pa
reichen kann.

5. Vakuumisolationselement nach Anspruch 4, wobei
das Material der Gasbarrierenschicht (30, 60) ein
Metall oder ein anorganisches Material ist.

6. Vakuumisolationselement nach Anspruch 5, wobei
das anorganische Material wenigstens eines von Si-
liciumdioxid, Titanoxid und Aluminiumoxid umfasst.

7. Vakuumisolationselement nach Anspruch 1, wobei
das Füllmaterial (50) konfiguriert ist, so dass es we-
nigstens eines von Siliciumdioxid, Titanoxid und Alu-
miniumoxid enthält.

8. Vakuumisolationselement nach Anspruch 1, wobei
das Füllmaterial (50) konfiguriert ist, um wenigstens
eines von einem Aerogel und pyrogenem Silicium-
dioxid zu enthalten.

9. Vakuumisolationselement nach Anspruch 1, das fer-
ner umfasst:
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einen Getterstoff (40), der auf einer Innenseite
des Kerns (20, 70) angeordnet ist und eine Gas-
komponente absorbiert.

10. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Vakuumisolations-
elements (10a, 10b, 10c), wobei das Verfahren um-
fasst:

Bilden eines Kerns (20, 70), der eine bestimmte
Form aufweist und einen Vakuumraum darin
aufweist, wobei der Kern (20, 70) konfiguriert
ist, so dass er die Form eines rechteckigen Pa-
rallelepipeds aufweist;
Bilden einer Gasbarrierenschicht (30, 60) durch
das Auftragen eines bestimmten Materials so-
wohl auf eine Innenfläche als auch auf eine Au-
ßenfläche des Kerns (20, 70);
Bilden von Rippen (46), so dass sie in einer Di-
ckenrichtung des Kerns (20, 70) auf der Innen-
seite des Kerns (20, 70) angeordnet sind und
zueinander senkrecht angeordnet sind, wobei
in den Rippen (76) Durchgangsabschnitte (80,
90) gebildet werden; und
Dekomprimieren des Inneren des Kerns (20,
70), um einen bestimmten Grad des Vakuums
aufrechtzuerhalten,
wobei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

Einfügen eines Füllmaterials (50) als ein
Pulver mit Mikroporen in das Innere des
Kerns.

Revendications

1. Elément d’isolation sous vide (10a, 10b, 10c)
comprenant :

une âme (20, 70) ayant une certaine forme et
possédant un espace intérieur décomprimé ; et
une couche barrière aux gaz (30, 60) formée en
revêtant d’un certain matériau à la fois une sur-
face intérieure et une surface extérieure de
l’âme (20, 70) pour obtenir une imperméabilité,
dans lequel l’âme (20, 70) est configurée pour
avoir la forme d’un parallélépipède rectangle, et
dans lequel des nervures (76) sont prévues pour
être disposées dans une direction d’épaisseur
de l’âme (20, 70) sur la face intérieure de l’âme
(20, 70),
caractérisé en ce que
les nervures (76) sont configurées pour être dis-
posées perpendiculairement les unes aux
autres,
dans lequel l’élément d’isolation sous vide com-
prend en outre :

une charge (50) formée comme une poudre

ayant des micropores et chargée à l’inté-
rieur de l’âme (20, 70) et
des parties traversantes (80, 90) qui sont
formées sur les nervures.

2. Elément d’isolation sous vide selon la revendication
1, dans lequel un degré de vide de l’intérieur de l’âme
(20, 70) va de 133,332 x 10-5 Pa à 133,332 x 10-2 Pa.

3. Elément d’isolation sous vide selon la revendication
2, dans lequel le matériau de la couche barrière aux
gaz (30, 60) est métallique.

4. Elément d’isolation sous vide selon la revendication
1, dans lequel un degré de vide de l’intérieur de l’âme
(20, 70) peut aller de 133,332 x 10-1 Pa à 133,332
x 10 Pa.

5. Elément d’isolation sous vide selon la revendication
4, dans lequel le matériau de la couche barrière aux
gaz (30, 60) est un matériau métallique ou inorgani-
que.

6. Elément d’isolation sous vide selon la revendication
5, dans lequel le matériau inorganique comprend au
moins un oxyde parmi du dioxyde de silicium, du
dioxyde de titane et de l’oxyde d’aluminium.

7. Elément d’isolation sous vide selon la revendication
1, dans lequel la charge (50) est configurée pour
inclure au moins un oxyde parmi du dioxyde de sili-
cium, du dioxyde de titane et de l’oxyde d’aluminium.

8. Elément d’isolation sous vide selon la revendication
1, dans lequel la charge (50) est configurée pour
inclure au moins un élément parmi un aérogel et de
la silice pyrogénée.

9. Elément d’isolation sous vide selon la revendication
1, comprenant en outre :

un piège à gaz (40) disposé sur une face inté-
rieure de l’âme (20, 70) et absorbant un compo-
sant gazeux.

10. Procédé de fabrication d’un élément isolant sous vi-
de (10a, 10b, 10c), le procédé comprenant les éta-
pes consistant à :

former une âme (20, 70) ayant une certaine for-
me et possédant un espace intérieur sous vide,
l’âme (20, 70) étant configurée pour avoir la for-
me d’un parallélépipède rectangle ;
former une couche barrière aux gaz (30, 60) en
revêtant d’un certain matériau à la fois une sur-
face intérieure et une surface extérieure de
l’âme (20, 70) ;
former des nervures (76) de façon qu’elles
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soient disposées dans une direction d’épaisseur
de l’âme (20, 70) sur la face intérieure de l’âme
(20, 70) et disposées perpendiculairement les
unes aux autres, des parties traversantes (80,
90) étant formées sur les nervures (76) ; et
décomprimer l’intérieur de l’âme (20, 70) pour
maintenir un certain degré de vide, le procédé
comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à :

insérer une charge (50) sous la forme d’une
poudre ayant des micropores à l’intérieur
de l’âme.
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